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Ref.No. NEC/M&S/NCDP/

/?VT

Date: 29.03.2018
NOTICE

ln continuation to our earlier Notice No. NEC/M&514711932 dated:21.03.2018,
the following changes in assessment of coal quality and adjustment of system for
variation in grade shall be applicable to dtll category of customers w.e.f 01 .04.2018

'.

1. Sampling will be done for all consignment because debit/credit note is to be
issued against almost all bills, wherever there is variation from midpoint GCV of
declared grade.
2. Sampling will not be optional for the consumers.
3. Determination of GCV value for all bills will be done through one of the
mechanisms out of the following three based on the option given by the
consumers
a) Sampling through a Third Party Agency.
b) Sampling by Coal Company with option to the consumer to participate.

-

c) Where 'a' is not applicable and consumer also does not participate in
sampling by Coal Company, Company's result will be final.

4.

Payment of coal value on declared GCV will be only in the case if the analyzed
GCV value is exactly same as that of midpoint GCV of declared grade. In all
other cases, coal bills will be adjusted based on analysis report as applicable.

Mode wise, category wise modalities to be implemented w.e.f. 01 .04.18:
1.

Power irrespective of mode:
a) Consumer wise sampling is to be done either by third party or joint sampling
with option to the consumer to participate in sampling.
b) In case purchaser is not able or declines to be present at the time of sampling
by seller that will not be considered as a ground for disputing the result
submitted by Seller.
c) Applicability of weighted average result of past period would arise only when
Seller is also not in a position to arrange sampling which should not generally
happen after 1.4.18 under GCV based billing.

2.

Non-Power consumer takinq coal in Rails & other modes (e.q. MGR, Rope. Belt\
a) Consumer wise sampling is to be done either by third party or by seller with
option to the consumer to participate in sampling.
b) In case purchaser is not able or declines to be present at the time of sampling
by seller that will not be considered as a ground for disputing the result
submitted by Seller.
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(2)

3. Non-Power consumer takinq coal in road mode.

a) One gross sample is to be collected from the trucks loaded during the day

b)

following the SOP of road dispatch sampling given in linkage auction FSA by
third party agency (TPA) and result given by TPA will be applicable for all the
consumers who opt for TPS.
Seller shall collect one gross sample each day for the consumer / consumers
who may not opt for third party sampling with option to witness the sampling.
However, in case consumer / consumers is / are not able or decline / declines
to be present at the time of sampling by seller that will not be considered as a
ground for disputing the result submitted by

This issues with the approval of the competent

Seller.
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y1 Area Sales Manager
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Copy to:

L GM(M&S), ClL, Kolkata.
2. GM, NEC
3. GM(OP), NEC
4. Area Manager (Finance),
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Area Manaser (systems)

NEC
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6. AgenUManager - Tirap, Tikak, Ledo.
7. Sr.Chemist, CentralAnalytical Lab., NEC
8. Notice Board - Margherita, Guwahatl.

kindly upload the notice
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